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Abstract 

 This work investigates the bubble dynamics during pool boiling from isolated cavities on a 

horizontal silicon substrate with three surface coatings, silicon oxide, Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane, 

and silica nanoparticles. The experiments were conducted with FC-72 under various superheat 

degrees. In the case of vertical coalescence, coalescences at the boundary between the departed 

bubble and the subsequent nucleated bubble were observed and analysed. Vertical coalescence 

appears with lower superheat degrees on Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane coated surfaces due to the 

faster initial bubble growth than on the other surfaces. However, the vertical coalescence has a 

limited effect on the bubble departure diameter, which is nearly kept constant at around 0.6 mm. In 

the case of horizontal coalescence, bubbles growing on the silica nanoparticles coated surface are 

able to coalesce for small cavity spacing with lower superheat degree than other surfaces. 

Coalescing bubbles from cavities spaced 0.50 mm apart can detach just after coalescence, while for 

a shorter spacing of 0.25 mm, bubbles remain attached to the surface and further growth is needed 

for their detachment. Based on the analysis of energy removal per unit of area, the optimal heat 
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transfer performance may be achieved when the cavities spacing is approximate to the single bubble 

departure diameter. 

 

* Address correspondence to Prof. Khellil Sefiane, School of Engineering, Institute for Multiscale 

Thermofluids, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, EH9 3FD, U.K. E-mail: k.sefiane@ed.ac.uk 
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Introduction 

Nucleate pool boiling plays a pivotal role in thermal systems, especially in addressing thermal 

management in electronic devices, including electric vehicles, photovoltaics and supercomputers [1, 

2]. Compared with single-phase heat transfer, nucleate pool boiling can achieve much higher heat-

transfer coefficients with minimum interface temperature difference due to the efficiency of phase-

change heat transfer and the enhancement of the single-phase heat transfer by the convective motion 

of the bubble. Heat energy is not only directly removed by evaporation during bubble growth but 

also by the frequent rewetting of the surrounding fluid during bubble coalescence and departure [3-

5]. One of the greatest challenges of nucleate pool boiling is to provide reliable and effective heat 

removal performance. Aiming to address this challenge, there is a growing body of literature that 

recognizes the importance of surface characteristics (roughness [6, 7], wettability [8, 9] and textures 

[10], etc.) and working conditions (orientation [11], working fluid [12] and pressure [13], etc.), 

enhancing the heat transfer ability and reliability of the phenomenon during boiling phase-change. 

However, many published studies are focused on the entire surface heat transfer performance, such 

as heat-transfer coefficient and critical heat flux (CHF) versus superheat degrees on the entire cooling 

area [14, 15]; while less work is focused on the bubble dynamics during nucleation, growth, 

coalescence and departure, which are intrinsic to boiling phase-change. Bubble growth and 

coalescence phenomenon are of great importance as they play a major role in enhancing heat transfer 

due to fluid rewetting the surface [16, 17]. Hence understanding the bubble coalescence behaviour 

needs more attention for the optimum development of surface topography with enhanced heat 

transfer characteristics. 

For the single bubble behaviour, Bosnjaković et al. [18] firstly introduced a model that proposes 

that the latent heat utilised for the evaporation of the bubble comes from the thin superheated liquid 
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layer surrounding the bubble. Since then, many researchers have aimed to test this theory 

experimentally, and modified bubble growth equations have been proposed [19]. Thereafter Fritz [20] 

established the static force balance between surface tension and buoyancy forces to predict bubble 

departure diameter, which influences the boiling process, and several works have improved the 

theory under different working conditions [21]. Meanwhile, the bubble coalescence behaviour was 

further studied to determine the effect of bubble dynamics on heat transfer processes. Bubble 

coalescence can be classified into horizontal coalescence (coalescence between adjacent bubbles), 

vertical coalescence (coalescence between consecutive bubbles departing from the same cavity), and 

horizontal-vertical coalescence (coalescence between two adjacent rising bubbles) [16, 22]. 

Buyevich and Webbon [23] identified bubble coalescence as the primary critical mechanism leading 

to the boiling crisis and limiting the CHF. 

On the one hand, vertical coalescence could result in the vapour column blocking the liquid 

contact with the wall, decreasing the effective area for heat transfer, and increasing the surface 

temperature difference locally. On the other hand, horizontal coalescence could increase the 

microlayer area and hence the energy removed from the surface with the consequent decrease in 

surface temperature difference. Bonjour et al. [16] studied the bubble coalescence phenomenon on a 

vertical heated surface with different artificial nucleation site arrangements. The cavity spacing 

ranged between 0.26 mm and 1.82 mm. The boiling curves for different nucleation site spacings were 

compared, and the occurrence of bubble coalescence was demonstrated to provide higher heat-

transfer coefficients. In their work, the highest heat-transfer coefficients are obtained when the cavity 

spacing are between 1.05 mm and 1.5 mm (the average bubble departure diameter is between 1 mm 

and 1.25 mm). More recently, Coulibaly et al. [24-26] investigated the bubble coalescence under 

subcooled working fluid conditions and at constant wall temperature. As subcooling increases, i.e., 

the working fluid temperature lowers when compared to saturation, bubble coalescence induces 
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smaller bubble departure sizes and slower departure frequencies. It was found that bubble 

coalescence increases the rewetting of the heated surface, which causes heat flux fluctuations [24, 

26]. However, fast coalescence (very quickly after nucleation) did not result in increasing heat fluxes 

between the surface and the bubbles as the liquid region was pushed away rather than creating an 

evaporating microlayer in Ref. 25 [25]. 

Focusing on the effect of surface characteristics on enhancing nucleate boiling heat transfer, 

numerous studies have attempted to investigate the bubble coalescence behaviour with different 

surface functionalities and structures. Sadaghiani et al. [17, 27] studied the effects of bubble 

coalescence on uncoated and coated (with a thin film of Teflon) surfaces comprising artificial cavities, 

i.e., hydrophilic and hydrophobic wettability configurations, respectively. Vertical coalescence was 

observed as the primary coalescence behaviour on the hydrophilic surface, whereas horizontal 

coalescence was the primary mechanism of bubble coalescence on the hydrophobic surface. A wide 

range of cavity pitch to size/diameter ratios between 2.5 and 40 was studied and compared. A critical 

cavity pitch to size/diameter ratio equal to or smaller than 10 was required to initiate the horizontal 

bubble coalescence. More recently, biophilic patterned surfaces have also been investigated in which 

hydrophobic spots/islands are created on a hydrophilic background [28]. According to the 

experimental results, the heat-transfer coefficient and CHF increased for hydrophobic to total surface 

area ratios up to 38.46%. Higher total surface to hydrophobic area ratios results in a decreasing trend 

in CHF and heat-transfer coefficient enhancement caused by earlier interaction of nucleated bubbles, 

thereby triggering the generation of a vapour blanket at lower wall superheat temperatures. Hutter et 

al. [2, 29, 30] investigated the bubble nucleation, growth and departure from artificial nucleation 

sites varying on different cavity parameters (10 µm cavity diameter and 80 µm cavity depth with 1.5 

mm to 0.84 mm cavity spacing) on a silicon surface. The wall superheat degrees vary from 1 K to 16 

K with system pressure changes between 0.5 bar and 1.0 bar. Hutter et al. [29] focused on vertical 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/heat-transfer-coefficient
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coalescence, while horizontal coalescence was overlooked. The average bubble departure frequency 

and occurrence of vertical coalescence were found to increase with wall superheat degree and it was 

enhanced with decreasing system pressure [2]. Depending on the system pressure, consecutive 

vertical coalescence was reported for sub-atmospheric pressures under 0.5 bar at a high superheat 

degree, while intermittent vertical coalescence ensued under 1.0 bar pressure independently of the 

superheat degree. The equivalent volume of the coalescence bubbles revealed that the bottom bubble 

is always smaller than the initially departed one while the vapour volume remained nearly constant. 

The research presented here builds upon an updated Hutter et al. [29] experimental rig and 

provides a systematic study of the effect of cavity spacing and surface wettability on bubble growth, 

coalescence and departure. More specifically, this paper focuses on a better understanding of both 

vertical and horizontal coalescence during nucleate pool boiling from 70 µm diameter artificial 

cavities on SiO, Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS) and Glaco coated surfaces. The cavity 

spacings vary from 0.25 mm to 1.50 mm, while the diameter and depth of the cavities remain the 

same. The occurrence of vertical and horizontal coalescence on the differently coated surfaces under 

different superheat and working pressure conditions was compared to find the effect of surface 

characteristics on the dynamics of bubble growth, coalescence and departure. Last, the performance 

of heat removal ability with bubble coalescence was compared to obtain the optimal cavity spacing 

as a function of the system conditions. 
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Experimental Setup and Procedure  

Test rig 

 Schematics and snapshots of the experimental apparatus are shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) 

respectively. Nucleate pool boiling was conducted in the boiling chamber, which has four integrated 

heaters located at the bottom of the chamber, represented in red in Fig. 1(a), to preheat the FC-72 

liquid (Tsat = 55.3 °C at P = 1 bar, 3MTM) to the saturation temperature. Two silicon-heating pads 

surround the boiling chamber were utilised allowing a uniform temperature of the FC-72 to be 

maintained within the chamber and minimising the heat losses to the environment. Two T-type 

thermocouples were used to measure the vapour and liquid temperature from the top and bottom of 

the boiling chamber with ± 0.1 K accuracy. The pressure of the boiling chamber was measured and 

recorded by the digital pressure gauge with ± 0.1% accuracy at room temperature. The boiling 

chamber pressure can be controlled and maintained between 0.5 bar to 3.0 bar by adjusting the flow 

rate and temperature of the cooling water in the external condenser, however the system pressure was 

kept at 1.25 bar for all experimental observation for a working fluid saturation temperature Tsat = 

64.2 °C. The accuracy of thermal bath temperature control is ± 0.1 K. 

 

Boiling surface 

The boiling surface is a 50 × 50 mm2 silicon substrate with 12 micro-fabricated temperature 

sensors on the front side (as shown in Fig. 2(a)) and a micro-fabricated aluminium heater on the 

backside (as shown in Fig. 2(d)). Individual artificial cavities were etched in the centre of each 

temperature sensor, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The detailed micro-fabrication process can be found in the 

previous work of Hutter et al. [29, 30]. Each sensor has four connections, two that supply constant 

current through the sensor, while the remaining two measure the voltage and hence the cavity 

temperature by establishing a linear relationship between the sensor resistance and its temperature. 
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The temperature sensors were calibrated before and after experiments with the T-type thermocouples 

between 20 °C and 95 °C as shown in Fig. 3. The SEM image of the cavity shown in Fig. 2(c) gives 

the cavity diameter approximately to 70 µm and the depth of the cavity as around 110 µm. In order 

to investigate the bubble horizontal coalescence performance, the cavity spacings were arranged from 

0.25 mm to 1.50 mm as shown in Fig. 4. The bubble departure diameter, Dd, for FC-72 at 1.25 bar 

pressure is around 0.60 mm so the dimensionless cavity spacing defined as the cavity spacing divided 

by the bubble departure diameter, S/Dd, ranges between 0.42 and 2.50. Horizontal bubble coalescence 

will happen at an early period (within in around 10 ms) in the presence of 0.25 mm cavity spacing 

(S/Dd = 0.42), while an optimum departure period was observed for 0.50 mm cavity spacing (S/Dd = 

0.83). Horizontal bubble coalescence could not be observed with larger cavity spacings (from 1.00 

mm to 1.50 mm cavities distances, i.e., S/Dd from 1.67 to 2.50) used to investigate isolate bubble 

growth and vertical bubble coalescence. 

Three different surface coating procedures were used to change the surface wettability and 

topological characteristic. Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) silicon oxide 

was coated onto the front surface of all the samples to protect the sensor. Some of these provided the 

SiO coated surfaces. Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane was coated on top of the SiO via PECVD followed 

by oxygen plasma cleaning to provide the FDTS coated surfaces. The final set of samples was 

produced by dip-coating the SiO layer in Glaco TM Mirror Coat Zero (SOFT99, Japan) to give a 

uniform deposition of hydrophobic silica nanoparticles [31], providing the Glaco coated surfaces. 

These coating materials conferred the surface with different topology and wettability, as shown in 

Table 1. In summary, the SiO coated surface showed hydrophilic wettability with contact angles, θca 

(°), for deionised water equal to 56°; and a surface roughness (Ra) of 37.8 nm; the FDTS coated 

surface achieved the lowest surface roughness, which was 5.5 nm, and a hydrophobic behaviour with 

contact angles, θca (°), for deionised water equal to 103°; while the Glaco coated surface introduced 
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the highest surface roughness at 53.3 nm due to the presence of hydrophobic silica nanoparticles, 

which rendered the wettability super-hydrophobic with θca above 160° for deionised water. Due to 

the very low liquid-gas surface tension of FC-72, the rendered contact angles θca of FC-72 on these 

three coated surfaces are below 10°, also shown in Table 1. 

The boiling test surface was then embedded on a PEEK (polyether ether ketone) polymer jig 

with spring probes to provide an electrical connection while holding the boiling surface section in 

the centre of the boiling chamber. Further details of the test section can be found in previous work 

[30]. A high precision multimeter (196 System DMM, Keithley InstrumentsInc.) recorded the current 

from the temperature sensor and pressure data from the pressure transducer. The high-speed camera 

(Chronos 1.4 high speed camera with VZMTM - 450i lens) recorded the bubble growth between 

1,000 fps and 15,000 fps. A trigger device was used to synchronize the high-speed camera and data 

acquisition (DAQ) system. The experimental process could be found in previous work [29]. 

 

Data reduction methods and uncertainty analysis 

The change in bubble diameter with time, indicative of the bubble growth dynamics and the 

departure diameter, and the departure frequency were determined from high-speed video using the 

droplet analysis function in ImageJ software. The bubble equivalent diameter could be calculated 

based on the bubble area captured by the software as shown in Fig. 5(a) and the bubble departure 

height is the distance between the bottom point of the bubble area and the boiling surface as shown 

in Fig. 5(b). The measurement error was ± 2 px from image resolution, while the uncertainty of 

bubble diameter is about ± 0.1 mm, and the bubble departure frequency error was estimated to be ±1 

ms. All the thermocouples and temperature sensors have been calibrated in high accuracy thermal 

bath to ± 0.1 K. The heating power is controlled by adjustable power supply, and the input heat fluxes 
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are calculated by the input current and voltage. The experiment’s heat fluxes are between 0.8 kW/m2 

and 21.4 kW/m2. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Vertical bubble coalescence 

First, we look at the effect of superheat degrees and surface characteristics on vertical bubble 

coalescence from artificial cavities with spacing equal or greater than 1.00 mm, i.e., greater than the 

bubble departure diameter, to rule out horizontal bubble coalescence. The effect of wall superheat is 

first investigated by using the Glaco coated surface as it showed the most prominent nucleation effect 

for lower superheat degrees. This allows for the best comparison of the effect of wall superheat and 

addresses the different vertical coalescing regimes as a function of the superheat degrees. After that, 

the effect of surface coating on vertical bubble coalescence is further investigated and analysed. 

 

Effect of wall superheat degrees on vertical bubble coalescence 

The wall superheat degree governs to some extent the amount of heat transferred from the 

surface to the liquid playing an important role in bubble nucleation, growth, departure, as well as 

whether there is a presence or absence of vertical bubble coalescence. To avoid interference from 

adjacent bubbles, only experiments between 1.00 mm and 1.50 mm cavity spacing were used for 

analysing vertical bubble coalescence. 

By comparing the image sequences of bubble growth, vertical coalescence and departure, the 

boiling behaviour could be classified by the number of vertical coalescence occurrences for a 

departing bubble. The typical bubble growth on the Glaco coated surface at 1.25 bar with different 

superheat degrees can be observed in Fig. 6. At a low superheat degree of 4.2 K, isolated bubbles 

grow, until reaching the bubble departure diameter, Dd, and then depart from the surface without 
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vertical coalescence as shown in Fig. 6 (a). As the bubble reach the departure diameter, the bubble 

neck connecting the bubble and the cavity becomes thinner and breaks, which can be observed 

between -1 ms to 1 ms (0 ms is the moment that bubble departure from surface) in Fig. 6(a). Then, 

the top bubble rises because of buoyancy force, while there is vapour left in the cavity that continues 

to grow. We henceforth refer to the vapour left in the cavity after a bubble departure as a secondary 

vapour bubble or secondary remaining bubble. At such low superheat degrees, the growth of the 

secondary vapour bubble is not fast enough to reach and interact with the departed bubble. As the 

superheat degree increases, single-vertical coalescence ensues for a superheat degree of 7.7 K as 

presented in Fig. 6(b). Here, the first departing bubble merges with the fast-growing secondary 

vapour bubble resulting in a larger size bubble. Single-vertical coalescence and/or isolated bubble 

growth occur indistinctively when superheat degree is around 5.7 K. When increasing the superheat 

degree higher than 8.0 K, multi-vertical bubble coalescence occurs, as shown in Fig. 6(c). Here a 

tertiary vapour bubble (remaining on the surface after the coalescence of the first departing bubble 

with the fast-growing secondary vapour bubble) coalesces with the merged departed and secondary 

vapour bubbles. Multi-vertical coalescence phenomenon will occur more frequently as the input 

power increase, i.e., as the superheat degree increases. 

Figure 7(a) compares the single bubble growth diameter and bubble departure distance (the 

distance between the bubble's bottom and the surface) for different superheat degrees on Glaco coated 

surfaces at 1.25 bar. The results obtained from the high-speed video show that the bubble departure 

distance (or bubble lift rate) is independent of the superheat degree, and shows a constant departure 

distance rate of nearly 0.086 mm/ms. It appears that the constant departure distance results as follows: 

bubbles growing from the same cavity presumably will be pinned to the cavity with an equal force, 

which needs to be overcome by the lifting or buoyancy force, which is in turn a function of the 

volume of the bubble. When looking into the bubble diameter growth, the secondary vapour bubble 
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remaining after the bubble neck breakage grows faster at higher superheat degree, especially for the 

initial period, as shown in Fig. 7(b), Vertical coalescence will happen on the surface when the 

remaining bottom bubble's diameter (or the bubble size) becomes larger than the departed bubble rise 

height; in other words, when the secondary bubble growth is faster than the departed bubble raising 

velocity. This is inferred from the open circle data points with departure diameters above the reported 

linear fitting for bubble lift distance in Fig. 7(b). For multi-vertical bubble coalescence, a second 

vertical coalescence event with a tertiary remaining bottom bubble happened at 4 ms. The fast growth 

of the tertiary vapour bubble coupled to the irregular shape of the raising merged bubble (comprised 

by the initial and secondary bubbles) at the vertical axis led to the second vertical coalescence 

reported in Fig. 6(c) between 3 ms and 6 ms. 

The occurrence or absence of vertical bubble coalescence may in turn influence the bubble 

volume leaving the surface. Bubble volume is estimated by assuming axial symmetry around the 

vertical axis of the bubble. The average of ten consecutive vertical bubble departure volumes are 

shown in Fig. 8. In the case of 7.7 K and 10.2 K superheat degrees, subsequent secondary and tertiary 

bubble volumes for single- and for multi-vertical coalescence are also included and compared. The 

volume of the first departed bubble shows slight differences in both cases of single- and multi-vertical 

bubble coalescence. Meanwhile, the volume of the secondary bubble is rather constant implying that 

there is limited effect or variability on the following bubble growth. The volume of the bottom of the 

secondary vapour bubble is only about 2 % of the total departing volume (after departing and 

secondary vapour bubble coalescence) in Fig. 8(a). At a high superheat degree in the case of multi-

vertical bubble coalescence, the volume of the tertiary vapour bubble doubles when compared to the 

secondary vapour bubble, as shown in Fig. 8(b). 

The effect of superheat degrees on bubble departure diameter (first/departing bubble when 

vertical coalescence happened) in Fig. 9(a) shows that the bubble departure diameters are constrained 
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between 0.57 mm and 0.62 mm independent of the superheat degrees studied between 2 K and 10 K. 

Unlike the bubble behaviour observed in Hutter et al. [29] where the cavity diameter is 10 µm with 

40µm, 80µm or 100 µm depth, the bubble departure diameter was found to increase with the wall 

superheat degrees. However, in the present case, the bubble departure diameter shows nearly constant 

values around 0.60 mm. Different bubble growth behaviour on smooth and improved surfaces were 

also observed by Chien et al. [32] and Chen et al.[33]. They compared the bubble behaviours on 

smooth tubes and enhanced tubes. In Chien’s results, the bubble departure diameter showed a 

decrease with increasing heat flux on the enhanced surface, having 0.18 mm or 0.23 mm pore 

diameter and 0.75 mm or 1.5 mm pore pitch. In Chen's work, with higher heat flux, the bubble 

departure diameter increased on the smooth tube and decreased slightly on two kinds of enhanced 

tubes. The enhanced tubes have open slits with widths in the range of 0.01 mm to 0.1 mm and 0.05 

mm to 0.2 mm, respectively. Bubble growth from very small cavities resembles bubble growth on a 

smooth surface. Typically, the bubble is inside the cavity and once the bubble diameter grows with 

sizes equal to the cavity diameter, since the buoyancy force is not strong enough to bring the bubble 

to depart from the surface, the bubble keeps growing, extending the bubble base diameter away from 

the cavity. This will lead to the formation of a microlayer under the bubble that affects the bubble 

growth [34, 35]. It seems in the cases of Hutter et al. [2] that the bubble departure diameter is 

controlled by the heating power and increases linearly with the superheat degree. However, for larger 

cavities, the bubble contact diameter is typically constrained to the cavity size and the bubble base 

diameter remains the same, especially after the initial growth period. Hence, for larger cavity sizes, 

the bubble departure diameter is mainly controlled by the cavity diameter with vapour generated 

around and inside the cavity or structure. When looking into the bubble departure frequency plotted 

in Fig. 9(b), this shows a nearly linear increase with increasing superheat degrees. While the bubble 

departure diameter is controlled by the cavity's diameter, the heating power affects the bubble growth 
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rate, which can be correlated with the linear increase in departure frequency. Additionally, it can be 

noted that the bubble departure frequency shows better linear relationship within the low superheat 

degree region under none-vertical bubble coalescence, i.e., ΔTsup < 5 K, while greater fluctuation in 

the bubble departure frequency arises as a consequence of the occurrence of single- and multi-vertical 

bubble coalescence, ΔTsup > 5 K. 

 

Effect of surface characteristics on vertical bubble coalescence 

Snapshots of the bubble growth and vertical bubble coalescence on SiO, FDTS and Glaco coated 

surfaces with wall superheat degrees of 6.0 K and 8.0 K are presented for the same timeframes in 

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively. The bubble departure behaviour is very similar on all three surfaces 

for either 6 K or 8 K superheat degrees. The top/first bubble departs from the surface after the ‘neck 

bridge’ between the bubble and the surface breaks due to the larger buoyance force pulling the first 

bubble upwards. 

Despite the similar bubble departure behaviour, none-, single- and multi-vertical bubble 

coalescences occurred at different superheat ranges depending on the surface coating. Due to the 

super wettability of FC-72 fluid, the bubble shape of secondary and tertiary isolated bubbles and 

coalesced ones on all three kinds of surfaces are similar of the different superheat degrees. The bubble 

growth diameters and bubble departure heights are shown in Fig. 12(a) and 12(b) for SiO and FDTS 

coated surfaces, respectively. It should be obvious that bubble growth rate during the initial period 

on the FDTS surface (larger slope of the bubble diameter curve) is faster than on the other coated 

surfaces causing earlier vertical bubble coalescence. The bubble departure height is similar on all 

three kinds of surfaces with a bubble lift rate of approximately 0.090 mm/ms compared to 0.086 

mm/ms reported on Glaco. 
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A similar analysis to that shown in Fig. 8 for the Glaco coated surface where the volume of the 

first/departed, secondary bubble and its coalescence, and that of the final tertiary bubble and 

coalesced bubble (comprising the first, secondary and ternary bubbles) were carried out and 

represented for the other two coated surfaces in Fig. 13(a) for SiO and Fig. 13(b) for FDTS. The 

average volume of the coalesced bubble at 7.8 K superheat degree are 0.109 mm3, 0.112 mm3 and 

0.113 mm3 for the Glaco, SiO and FDTS coated surfaces, respectively. The deviation between these 

coated surfaces is 0.004 mm3, which is less than 4 %. From these data, the volume of first/top bubble 

is about 96% to 98% of that of the first or second coalesced bubble independently. In these 

experiments, the contact area between the bubble and the surface increases during the initial period 

and then recedes upon bubble departure, as reported in earlier work [36]. The bubble contact diameter 

increases from 0.035 mm to around 0.080 mm during the initial period and then returns to 0.040 mm 

or a cavity diameter of 35 µm and a pressure of 1.25 bar [36]. The bubble contact area becomes equal 

to the cavity diameter on the three coated surfaces after the initial growth period. Hence, the volume 

as well as the bubble departure diameter can be considered independent of the surface finish and 

attributed to the cavity size as introduced earlier. However, the volume of the secondary/bottom 

vapour bubble on FDTS coated surface is doubled twice, i.e., 100% larger, when compared with the 

secondary/bottom bubble on the SiO coated surface, and. It is 33% larger when compared to the 

secondary/bottom vapour bubble volume on the Glaco coated surface. 

The bubble departure diameter on the SiO and FDTS coated surfaces is shown in Fig. 14(a) and 

14(b), respectively. In contrast, the same results for the Glaco coated surface can be found in Fig. 

9(a) for comparison. As in the case of the Glaco coated surface, the average bubble departure 

diameter is independent of the superheat degree with an average bubble departure diameter of 0.59 

mm for SiO and 0.61 mm for the FDTS coated surfaces compared to 0.60 mm for the Glaco coated 

surface. Hence, it can be concluded that in the presence of larger cavity diameters (70 µm), the 
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difference in wettability and/or roughness imposed by the different coatings do not affect the bubble 

departure diameter for the range of superheat degree studied in this work. 

The bubble departure frequency on SiO and FDTS coated surfaces, which is shown in Fig. 15(a) 

and 15(b), respectively, while results for Glaco coated surface were introduced in Fig. 9(b). It is 

found that single- and multi-vertical bubble coalescence ensues earlier on the FDTS coated surface 

than on Glaco or SiO coated surfaces. On FDTS coated surface, single-vertical coalescence appears 

for superheat degrees as low as 3.8 K, which is nearly 2.0 K lower than on the other two coated 

surfaces (5.7 K on Glaco and 5.8 K on SiO). Furthermore, on FDTS coated surface, multi-vertical 

coalescence ensues at a lower superheat degree of 7.7 K when compared to Glaco coated surface at 

8.0 K and SiO at 8.7 K. 

 

Bubble horizontal coalescence 

Having examined bubble growth from isolated cavities, we now consider the bubble growth and 

horizontal bubble coalescence behaviours paying special attention to the cavity spacing. The different 

horizontal bubble coalescence and departure performance for 0.25 mm and 0.50 mm cavity spacings 

on the Glaco coated surface under various superheat degrees are considered. The horizontal bubble 

coalescences on the different coated surfaces are then estimated and compared in the presence and 

absence of horizontal coalescence. 

 

Effect of cavity spacing on horizontal bubble coalescence 

Horizontal bubble coalescence with 0.25 mm and 0.50 mm cavity spacings are shown in Fig. 

16(a) and 16(b), respectively. Initially, two isolated bubbles nucleate and grow from each cavity, 

regardless of the cavity spacing. The bubbles keep growing until they are close enough to 

coalesce/merge into a single larger bubble. However, depending on the cavity spacing, two different 
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kinds of coalescence behaviour were identified. With spacings of 0.25 mm, two single bubbles 

coalesced into a larger bubble and the coalesced bubble kept growing while the base bubble diameter 

engulfed both cavities, i.e., the base bubble diameter and hence bubble pinning becomes considerably 

larger than during single bubble growth. Then, the coalesced bubble continues growing until it is 

large enough for buoyancy forces to overcome surface tension forces or adhesion forces, at which 

point it departs from the surface. On one hand, when looking in more detail into how bubbles depart 

after coalescing on the shortest of the cavity distance of 0.25 mm, a clear vapour bridge/neck 

underneath the merged bubble and between the two cavities can be observed during the departure 

period as shown in Fig. 16(a) for timeframes between 44 ms and 46 ms. Thereafter, the vapour 

bridge/neck connecting one of the cavities, i.e., the right cavity, breaks, leaving a small vapour bubble 

on the right cavity while the coalesced bubble hangs over the left cavity as how in Fig. 16(a) at 47 

ms and finally it detaches while some vapour remains in the left cavity. On the other hand, for larger 

cavity spacing, i.e., 0.50 mm, coalesced/merged bubbles depart from the surface within few 

milliseconds after bubble coalescence occurs as shown in Fig. 16(b) for timeframes between 36 ms 

and 39 ms. For 0.50 mm spacing, coalescence and departure happened within only 3 ms. 

Observations of bubble nucleation, growth and departure for Glaco coated with 0.75 mm, 1.00 

mm and 1.25 mm cavity spacings are shown in Fig. 17, which further confirm the absence of 

coalescence for these cavity spacings. From these observations, the adjacent bubble growth does not 

show any clear effect during the growth period and there is no interaction between neighbouring 

bubbles during departure. 

The bubble growth diameter for single and coalesced bubbles for cavity distances of 0.25 mm 

and 0.50 mm are presented in Fig. 18(a) and 18(b), respectively. Single bubble growth from the left 

cavity is represented as black symbols, bubble growth from the right cavity as red symbols, isolated 

bubble growth as purple symbols, while coalesced bubble growth is represented as blue symbols. All 
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bubble growths were measured under similar superheat degree for 1.25 mm cavity spacings. It is 

worth noting the continuity in the volume and the continuous bubble growth between green and blue 

symbols. Green symbols add up the right and left bubble volumes before coalescence. These results 

show that bubble coalescence does not affect single and merged bubbles growth dynamics. This is 

possibly due to the high wetting characteristics of FC-72. The coalescence of the bubbles does not 

result in any obviously change off the contact line length (solid/liquid/vapour triple phase contact 

line), which is where vaporization mainly takes place during the bubble growth process [5]. 

The bubble departure diameter and departure frequency at different superheat degrees in the 

presence of horizontal bubble coalescence for different cavity spacing of 0.25 mm and 0.50 mm on 

Glaco coated surface are shown in Fig. 19(a) and 19(b), respectively. The bubble departure diameter 

and the bubble departure frequency for larger cavities distances in the absence of horizontal bubble 

coalescence are also shown in Fig. 19(a) and 19(b). Horizontal bubble coalescence occurs for 0.25 

mm and 0.50 mm cavity spacing for superheat degree higher than 4.0 K. The larger bubble departure 

diameter compared with the other three cavity spacings, where horizontal coalescence could not be 

observed, is rather noteworthy. The 0.50 mm cavity spacing achieves the highest bubble departure 

diameter with a value of around 0.78 mm, and decreases to around 0.72 mm for 0.25 mm cavity 

spacing. However, when the merged bubble departure diameter is taken into account and compared 

to a single bubble departure from two cavities, the departure diameter in the presence of horizontal 

coalescence is smaller than that of an isolated bubble departure. This can be seen in Fig. 19(a), where 

the red and black points are lower than the purple dotted line representing the equivalent diameter of 

two bubbles with the departing size of approximately 0.60 mm. Fig. 19(b) shows a nearly linear 

increase in frequency with superheat degrees across the different cavity spacings. When comparing 

the same superheat conditions, the average departure frequency for 0.50 mm cavity spacing was 

slightly higher than for the other conditions. This is supported by the departure from the surface upon 
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coalescence shown in Fig. 16(b). While for the 0.25 mm cavity distance case, the average bubble 

departure frequency is lower than for the other conditions, which likely contributes to the merged 

bubbles' larger contact area that leads to a more extended bubble growth period after coalescence. 

When looking into larger cavity distance, the departure frequency difference between 0.75 mm to 

1.25mm cavity spacings are minimal supporting the earlier statement that single bubble growth of 

adjacent bubbles does not disturb or influence the bubble growth dynamics, the bubble departure 

diameter or the bubble departure frequency. For these large cavity spacings, the bubble departure 

diameter keeps a nearly constant value of around 0.60 mm for superheat degrees ranging from 2 K 

to 10 K, as was the case for the 0.75 mm and 1.25 mm cavity spacing, as shown in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 

14. 

 

Effect of surface characteristics on horizontal bubble coalescence 

The horizontal bubble coalescence has been investigated on the FDTS, and SiO coated surfaces. 

Figure 20 shows that horizontal bubble coalescence takes place on all three coated surfaces under 

various superheat degrees with 0.25 mm cavity spacing. Bubble coalescence is observed on the Glaco 

coated surface for superheat degrees higher than 4.0 K. However, horizontal bubble coalescence did 

not ensue on the other two surfaces with very low superheat degree. In the case of the FDTS coated 

surface, superheat degrees higher than 10 K are needed for horizontal coalesce to happen, while 

superheat degrees as high as 16 K were required in the case of the SiO coated surface. The bubble 

dynamics could not be analysed under high superheat degrees above 16 K due to the convection 

taking place within the chamber leading to lose of image quality. 

 

Energy removal analysis  
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From the above results, the energy removal per unit of area has been estimated and compared 

in the presence and absence of horizontal bubble coalescence. The energy removal Qe (W) per unit 

area A (m2) referred to as qe (W/m2) can be estimated from the bubble volume leaving the surface 

using Equation (1): 

 

𝑞𝑒 = 𝑄𝑒 𝐴⁄ = (𝜋𝐷𝑑
3𝜌𝑔𝑓ℎ𝑓𝑔 6⁄ ) (𝜋𝐷𝑑

2 4⁄ )⁄ = 2𝐷𝑑𝜌𝑣ℎ𝑓𝑔𝑓 3⁄                                                (1) 

 

where Dd is the bubble departure diameter (mm), ρg is the density of bubble gas (kg/m3), f is the 

departure frequency (Hz), and hfg is the latent heat of vaporization (J/kg). The comparison of the 

energy removal per unit area for different cavities distance versus superheat degrees is shown in Fig. 

21. It is worth noting that the heat flux for the 0.75 mm to 1.25 mm cavities distance cases are similar 

and agree quantitatively well with the previous data obtained by Hutter et al. [29], with 10 µm cavity 

diameter and 40 to 100 µm cavity depth. However, the hear flux in the case of 0.25 mm and 0.50 mm 

cavity spacings are higher than for other conditions owning to the bubble horizontal coalescence. So, 

the arrangement and density of cavity/nucleation sites on the surface could affect the overall heat 

transfer performance. The optimal design is to ensue more frequency of bubbles nucleating on the 

surface as well as a faster departure frequency. 
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Conclusion 

The present paper studies vertical and horizontal FC-72 bubble coalescence from 70 µm 

diameter isolated cavities with defined spacing between cavities on a horizontal silicon substrate. 

The effect of surface wettability and outermost layer characteristics have been compared by treating 

the surface with three different surface coatings. The bubble behaviour under various superheat 

degrees and different cavity spacings, have been then compared and analysed. The following 

conclusions have been drawn from this work: 

Vertical coalescence has a minimal effect on the bubble departure diameter since the bottom 

bubble volume is only about 2 % of that of the top bubble volume. The bubble average departure 

diameter is approximately 0.60 mm independently of the coating and superheat degrees, while the 

bubble departure frequency shows a nearly linear increase with increasing superheat degree. This is 

possible due to the very low liquid-gas surface tension properties of the FC-72. 

In the case of vertical bubble coalescence, the FDTS coated surface could achieve earlier vertical 

bubble coalescence compared with Glaco and SiO coated surface. This is because the non-wetting 

and smooth surface finish of the FDTS coated surface has more noticeable effect on the faster initial 

growth period of the bottom bubble. For low superheat degree, single-vertical coalescence occurs on 

the FDTS coated surface at 3.8 K, which is nearly 2 K lower than in the case of the other coated 

surfaces. For high superheat degree, multi-vertical coalescence is observed for the FDTS coated 

surface at 7.7 K, while for Glaco coated surface it ensued at 8.0 K and at 8.8 K for the SiO coated 

surface. 

In the case of horizontal bubble coalescence, the Glaco coated surface resulted in coalescence 

for low superheat degree on both 0.25 mm and 0.50 mm cavity spacings. By contrast, it is 6.0 K 

lower than horizontal coalescence on the FDTS and/or on SiO coated surfaces, which require 

superheat degrees above 10 K. 
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In addition, the bubble departure dynamics on the Glaco coated surface differ when comparing 

the different cavity spacings. In the experiments, merged bubble departed from the surface following 

a coalescence event on 0.50 mm cavity spacing whereas the merged bubble remained attached and 

growing after coalescence on 0.25 mm cavity spacing ones. 

Horizontal bubble coalescence does not affect single and merged bubble growth. A single 

bubble in each cavity follows the isolated bubble growth regime before coalescence. The merged 

bubble growth follows the trend by adding right and left bubble volumes together. The coalescence 

of the adjacent bubble mainly affects the bubble departure diameter and departure frequency. 

Finally, from the results of the heat removed ability per unit area, the optimal heat transfer 

performance could be achieved when the cavities distance is approximately equal to the single bubble 

departure diameter. It is hypothesised that for a certain surface area, the optimal cavity density and 

arrangement could enable more bubbles to be generated on the surface with a faster departure 

frequency, which could result in more efficient cooling. 
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Nomenclature 

A  area, m2 

CHF critical heat flux, W/m2 

DAQ data acquisition 

𝐷𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 artificially cavity diameter, mm 

𝐷𝑑  bubble departure diameter, mm 

𝑓  departure frequency, Hz 

FDTS Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane 

ℎ𝑓𝑔 latent heat of vaporisation, J/kg 

P  boiling chamber pressure, bar 

PECVD plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition 

PEEK polyether ether ketone 

Ra  surface roughness, nm 

T  temperature, °C 

𝑄𝑒  evaporative heat energy, W 

𝑞𝑒  evaporative heat flux per unit area, W/m2 

𝑆  two cavities spacing, mm 

SEM scanning electron microscope 

𝑉  bubble volume, mm3 

 

Greek symbols 

𝜌𝑔  vapour density, kg/m3 

𝜃𝑐𝑎  contact angle, ◦ 

ΔTsup  superheat degree, K 
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Subscripts 

ave  average value 

top  top bubble 

bot  bottom bubble 

coa  coalescence bubble 

sat     saturation 
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Table 1. Surface characteristic 

 SEM Scanning AFM Scanning  
Contact Angle 

DI water FC-72 

SiO 

 

Ra = 37.8 nm 

 

θca = 56° 

 

 

 

 

θca < 10° 

 

 

 

 

 

FDTS 

 

Ra = 5.5 nm θca = 103° 

 

θca < 10° 

 

 

 

 

 

Glaco 

 

Ra = 53.3 nm θca = 162° 

 

θca < 10° 
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List of Figure Captions 

Figure 1. (a) Schematically overview and (b) snapshots of the experimental setup.  

Figure 2. (a) Boiling surface temperature sensor side; (b) temperature sensor micrograph; (c) cavity 

SEM photo; (d) boiling surface heater side; 

Figure 3. Calibrated curve between the resistance of temperature sensors and the temperature. 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of cavity spacings, S (mm), dimensionless cavity spacing, S/Dd, and 

effect on bubble growth. 

Figure 5. (a) Definition of bubble diameter and (b) definition of bubble departure distance. 

Figure 6. Bubble departure snapshots for different wall superheat degrees with 1.00 mm cavity 

spacing (a) none-vertical coalescence at ΔTsup = 4.2 K; (b) single-vertical coalescence at 

ΔTsup = 7.7 K; (c) multi-vertical coalescence at ΔTsup = 10.2 K on Glaco coated surface at 

1.25 bar with t = 0 ms as the time right before the bubble neck breaks and the first/larger 

bubble departs. 

Figure 7. Single bubble growth diameter (mm) and bubble departure distance (mm) versus time (ms) 

for different superheat degree (K) on Glaco coated surface with 1.00 mm cavity spacing 

(a) whole period and (b) initial period as the grey area in (a).  

Figure 8. The average bubble volume (mm3) during (a) single-vertical coalescence of the different 

bubbles (first/departing, secondary bubble and coalesced bubble) at ΔTsup = 7.7 K and (b) 

mulit-vertical coalescence of the different bubbles (first/departing, secondary bubble, 

tertiary bubble and coalesced bubble) at ΔTsup = 10.2 K on Glaco coated surface for a total 

of ten different pairs of bubbles with 1.00 mm cavity spacing.  

Figure 9. (a) Bubble departure diameter (mm) and (b) bubble departure frequency (Hz) versus 

superheat degree (K) on Glaco coated surface at 1.25 bar with 1.00 mm to 1.50 mm cavity 

spacing. 

Figure 10. Bubble departure snapshots with different coated surfaces and 1.00 mm cavity spacing. 

(6.0 K superheat degree) 

Figure 11. Bubble departure snapshots with different coated surfaces and 1.00 mm cavity spacing. 

(8.0 K superheat degree) 
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Figure 12. Single bubble growth diameter (mm) and bubble departure height (mm) versus time (ms) 

with different superheat degree on (a) SiO coated surface and (b) FDTS coated surface 

with 1.00 mm cavity spacing. 

Figure 13. The average bubble volume (mm3) during vertical coalescence of first/departing, 

secondary bubble and coalesced bubble for a total of ten different pairs of bubbles with 

1.00 mm cavity spacing at (a) ΔTsup = 7.8 K on SiO coated surface and (b) ΔTsup = 7.8 K 

on FDTS coated surface. 

Figure 14. Bubble departure diameter (mm) versus superheat degree (K) with 1.00 mm to 1.50 mm 

cavity spacings on (a) SiO coated surface and (b) FDTS coated surface. 

Figure 15. Bubble departure frequency (Hz) versus superheat degree (K) with 1.00 mm to 1.50 mm 

cavity spacings on (a) SiO coated surface and (b) FDTS coated surface. 

Figure 16. The entire bubble horizontal coalescence cycle on the Glaco coated surface with (a) 0.25 

mm cavity spacing and (b) 0.50 mm cavity spacing at approximately 4.7 K superheat 

degree. 

Figure 17. The bubble growth behaviour for 0.75mm, 1.00mm and 1.25 mm cavity spacings on the 

Glaco coated surface at approximately 4.5 K superheat degree. 

Figure 18. The single and coalesced bubble growth diameter (mm) versus time (ms) for (a) 0.25 mm 

cavity spacing and (b) 0.50 mm cavity spacing at approximately 4.7 K superheat degree 

Figure 19. The bubble (a) departure diameter (mm) and (b) departure frequency (Hz) versus 

superheat degree (K) for different cavity spacings on Glaco coated surface. 

Figure 20. Bubble coalescence performance versus superheat degree (K) and surface coating with 

0.25 mm cavity spacing.  

Figure 21. Energy removal per unit of area qe (kW/m2) versus superheat degree (K) considering by 

evaporation.  
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Figure 1. (a) Schematically overview and (b) snapshots of the experimental setup. 
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Figure 2. (a) Boiling surface temperature sensor side; (b) temperature sensor micrograph; (c) cavity 

SEM photo; (d) boiling surface heater side; 
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Figure 3. Calibrated curve between the resistance of temperature sensors and the temperature. 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of cavity spacing, S (mm), dimensionless cavity spacing, S/Dd, and 

effect on bubble growth. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. (a) Definition of bubble diameter and (b) definition of bubble departure distance. 
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Figure 6. Bubble departure snapshots for different wall superheat degrees with 1.00 mm cavity 

spacing (a) none-vertical coalescence at ΔTsup = 4.2 K; (b) single-vertical coalescence at ΔTsup = 7.7 

K; (c) multi-vertical coalescence at ΔTsup = 10.2 K on Glaco coated surface at 1.25 bar with t = 0 

ms as the time right before the bubble neck breaks and the first/larger bubble departs. 
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Figure 7. Single bubble growth diameter (mm) and bubble departure distance (mm) versus time 

(ms) for different superheat degree (K) on Glaco coated surface with 1.00 mm cavity spacing (a) 

whole period and (b) initial period as the grey area in (a).  
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 Figure 8. The average bubble volume (mm3) during (a) single-vertical coalescence of the different 

bubbles (first/departing, secondary bubble and coalesced bubble) at ΔTsup = 7.7 K and (b) mulit-

vertical coalescence of the different bubbles (first/departing, secondary bubble, tertiary bubble and 

coalesced bubble) at ΔTsup = 10.2 K on Glaco coated surface for a total of ten different pairs of 

bubbles with 1.00 mm cavity spacing. 
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 Figure 9. (a) Bubble departure diameter (mm) and (b) bubble departure frequency (Hz) 

versus superheat degree (K) on Glaco coated surface at 1.25 bar with 1.00 mm to 1.50 mm 

cavity spacings. 
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Figure 10. Bubble departure snapshots with different coated surfaces and 1.00 mm cavity spacing. 

(6.0 K superheat degree) 
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Figure 11. Bubble departure snapshots with different coated surfaces and 1.00 mm cavity spacing 

(8.0 K superheat degree) 
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Figure 12. Single bubble growth diameter (mm) and bubble departure height (mm) versus time 

(ms) with different superheat degree on (a) SiO coated surface and (b) FDTS coated surface with 

1.00 mm cavity spacing. 
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Figure 13. The average bubble volume (mm3) during vertical coalescence of first/departing, 

secondary bubble and coalesced bubble for a total of ten different pairs of bubbles with 1.00 mm 

cavity spacing at (a) ΔTsup = 7.8 K on SiO coated surface and (b) ΔTsup = 7.8 K on FDTS coated 

surface. 
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Figure 14. Bubble departure diameter (mm) versus superheat degree (K) with 1.00 mm to 1.50 mm 

cavity spacings on (a) SiO coated surface and (b) FDTS coated surface. 
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Figure 15. Bubble departure frequency (Hz) versus superheat degree (K) with 1.00 mm to 1.50 mm 

cavity spacings on (a) SiO coated surface and (b) FDTS coated surface. 
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Figure 16. The entire bubble horizontal coalescence cycle on the Glaco coated surface with (a) 0.25 

mm cavity spacing and (b) 0.50 mm cavity spacing at approximately 4.7 K superheat degree. 
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Figure 17. The bubble growth behaviour for 0.75mm, 1.00mm and 1.25 mm cavity spacings on the 

Glaco coated surface at approximately 4.5 K superheat degree. 
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Figure 18. The single and coalesced bubble growth diameter (mm) versus time (ms) for (a) 0.25 

mm cavity spacing and (b) 0.50 mm cavity spacing at approximately 4.7 K superheat degree 
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Figure 19. The bubble (a) departure diameter (mm) and (b) departure frequency (Hz) versus 

superheat degree (K) for different cavity spacings on Glaco coated surface. 
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Figure 20. Bubble coalescence performance versus superheat degree (K) and surface coating with 

0.25 mm cavity spacing.  
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Figure 21. Energy removal per unit of area qe (kW/m2) versus superheat degree (K) considering by 

evaporation.  
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